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AwardBIOS Error Messages When a personal computer is first turned on, the BIOS tests and configures various components to ensure that they are operating correctly. This operation is called POST (power-on self test). If the BIOS detects any problems during this testing phase, it will attempt to continue to start the computer. However, if the problems are severe, the BIOS may be forced to halt the system. When an error is detected, the BIOS program will: „



„



„



Display the error to the screen, if possible. Generate a POST beep code using the computer's internal speaker if it cannot access the display adaptor. Provide a POST code output that can be read using a special hardware tool.



Beep Codes „



The only AwardBIOS beep code indicates that a video error has occurred and the BIOS cannot initialize the video screen to display any additional information. This beep code consists of a single long beep followed by two short beeps. Any other beeps are probably a RAM (Random Access Memory) problems.



Screen Error Messages The following messages are examples of messages including errors detected by the BIOS during POST and a description of what they mean and/or what you may do to correct the error.



BIOS ROM checksum error System halted



The checksum of the BIOS code in the BIOS chip is incorrect, indicating the BIOS code may have become corrupt. Contact your system dealer to replace the BIOS.



CMOS battery failed



The CMOS battery is no longer functional. Contact your system dealer for a replacement battery.



CMOS checksum error - Defaults loaded



Checksum of CMOS is incorrect, so the system loads the default equipment configuration. A checksum error may indicate that CMOS has become corrupt. This error may have been caused by a weak battery. Check the battery



and replace if necessary. CPU at nnnn



Displays the running speed of the CPU.



Display switch is set incorrectly



The display switch on the motherboard can be set to either monochrome or color. This message indicates the switch is set to a different setting than indicated in Setup. Determine which setting is correct, and then either turn off the system and change the jumper, or enter Setup and change the VIDEO selection.



Press ESC to skip memory test



The user may press Esc to skip the full memory test.



Floppy disk(s) fail



Cannot find or initialize the floppy drive controller or the drive. Make sure the controller is installed correctly. If no floppy drives are installed, be sure the Diskette Drive selection in Setup is set to NONE or AUTO.



HARD DISK initializing Please wait a moment



Some hard drives require extra time to initialize.



HARD DISK INSTALL FAILURE



Cannot find or initialize the hard drive controller or the drive. Make sure the controller is installed correctly. If no hard drives are installed, be sure the Hard Drive selection in Setup is set to NONE.



Hard disk(s) diagnosis fail



The system may run specific disk diagnostic routines. This message appears if one or more hard disks return an error when the diagnostics run.



Keyboard error or no keyboard present



Cannot initialize the keyboard. Make sure the keyboard is attached correctly and no keys are pressed during POST. To purposely configure the system without a keyboard, set the error halt



condition in Setup to HALT ON ALL, BUT KEYBOARD. The BIOS then ignores the missing keyboard during POST. Keyboard is locked out - Unlock the key



This message usually indicates that one or more keys have been pressed during the keyboard tests. Be sure no objects are resting on the keyboard.



Memory Test:



This message displays during a full memory test, counting down the memory areas being tested.



Memory test fail



If POST detects an error during memory testing, additional information appears giving specifics about the type and location of the memory error.



Override enabled Defaults loaded



If the system cannot boot using the current CMOS configuration, the BIOS can override the current configuration with a set of BIOS defaults designed for the most stable, minimal-performance system operations.



Press TAB to show POST screen



System OEMs may replace the Phoenix Technologies' AwardBIOS POST display with their own proprietary display. Including this message in the OEM display permits the operator to switch between the OEM display and the default POST display.



Primary master hard disk fail



POST detects an error in the primary master IDE hard drive.



Primary slave hard disk fail



POST detects an error in the secondary master IDE hard drive.



Resuming from disk, Press TAB to show POST screen



Phoenix Technologies offers a saveto-disk feature for notebook computers. This message may appear when the operator re-starts the system after a save-to-disk shut-down. See the Press Tab & message above for a description of



this feature. Secondary master hard disk fail



POST detects an error in the primary slave IDE hard drive.



Secondary slave hard disk fail



POST detects an error in the secondary slave IDE hard drive.



Post Codes POST Codes are hexadecimal codes generated by the BIOS during the POST operation. These codes may be monitored on a special hardware "Post card" which displays them using a two digit alphanumeric display. „



ISA Post codes are output to port address 80h.



„



EISA Post codes are typically output to port address 300h.



Code Name (hex) co 1



Description



Turn off Chipset Cache



OEM Specific-Cache control



Processor Test 1



Processor status (1FLAGS) Verification.Tests the following processor status flags: carry, zero, sign, overflow. The BIOS sets each flag, verifies they are set, then turns each flag off and verifies it is off.



2



Processor Test 2



Read/Write/Verify all CPU registers except SS, SP, and BP with data pattern FF and 00.



3



Initialize Chips



Disable NMI, PIE, AIE, UEI, SQWV. Disable video, parity checking, DMA. Reset math coprocessor. Clear all page registers, CMOS shutdown byte. Initialize timer 0,1, and 2, including set EISA timer to a known state. Initialize DMA controllers 0 and 1. Initialize interrupt controllers 0 and 1. Initialize EISA extended registers.



4



Test Memory Refresh Toggle



RAM must be periodically refreshed to keep the memory from decaying. This refresh function is working properly.



5



Blank video, Keyboard controller initialization.



Initialize keyboard 6



Reserved



7



Test CMOS Verifies CMOS is working correctly, detects Interface bad battery. and Battery Status



BE



Chipset Program Chipset registers with power on Default BIOS defaults Initialization



CI



Memory presence test



OEM Specific-Test to size on-board memory.



C5



Early Shadow



OEM Specific-Early Shadow enable for fast boot.



C6



Cache presence test



External cache size detection.



8



Setup low memory



Early chip set initialization. Memory presence test. OEM chip set routines. Clear low 64K of memory. Test first 64K memory.



9



Early Cache Cyrix CPU initialization. Initialization Cache initialization.



A



Setup Initialize first 120 interrupt vectors with Interrupt SPURIOUS_INT_HDLR and initialize INT 00hVector Table 1Fh according to INT_TBL.



B



Test CMOS RAM Checksum



Test CMOS RAM checksum, if bad, or insert key pressed, load defaults.



C



Initialize Video Interface



Detect type of keyboard controller (optional).



Initialize Video Interface



Detect CPU clock.



D



Set NUM_LOCK status. Read CMOS location 14h to find out type of video in use. Detect and Initialize Video Adapter.



E



Test Video Memory



Test video memory, write sign-on message to screen. Setup shadow RAM ?Enable shadow according to Setup.



F



Test DMA



BIOS checksum test.



Controller 0 Keyboard detect and initialization. 10



Test DMA Test DMA Controller 1. Controller 1



11



Test DMA



Test DMA Page Registers.



Page Registers 12-13 Reserved 14



Test Timer Counter 2



15



Test 8259-1 Verify 8259 Channel 1 masked interrupts by Mask Bits alternately turning off and on the interrupt lines.



16



Test 8259-2 Verify 8259 Channel 2 masked interrupts by Mask Bits alternately turning off and on the interrupt lines



17



Test Stuck 8259? Interrupt Bits



18



Test 8259 Force an interrupt and verify the interrupt Interrupt occurred. Functionality



19



Test Stuck NMI



1A



Test 8254 Timer 0 Counter 2.



Turn off interrupts then verify no interrupt mask register is on.



Verify NMI can be cleared. Display CPU clock.



1B-1E Reserved 1F



Set EISA Mode



If EISA non-volatile memory checksum is good, execute EISA initialization. If not, execute ISA tests an clear EISA mode flag. Test EISA Configuration Memory Integrity (checksum & communication interface).



20



Enable Slot 0



Initialize slot 0 (System Board).



21-2F Enable Slots Initialize slots 1 through 15. 1-15 30



Size Base and Extended Memory



Size base memory from 256K to 640K and extended memory above 1MB.
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Error Handling.pdf 

The usual way of handling errors in a procedural language such as C is to return a status from a function call, then check the status in the calling function. If there ...Missing:
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Translator's Error 

boy was introducing him to the little and left the coffee. ... there was dead silence. .... left. â€œI take it those are the generat slowly, but constantly, rotate coun-.
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Messages secrets 

maison est Ã  deux heures de marche de Bassora. Â» Le roi fronÃ§a les sourcils et rÃ©flÃ©chit. Puis il dit : Â« Va chercher cet homme et amÃ¨ne-le ici. Malheur Ã  lui s'il n' ...
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Syntax and Messages 

... so it is evaluated. â€¢ prior to ifTrue: x includes: 3 ifTrue: [...] â€¢ is read as the message includes:ifTrue: (x includes: 3) ifTrue: [...] â€¢ We use () to disambiguate them.
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CICS Messages and Codes 

RP CICS ONC RPC. RS The communications resynchronization program. RT The ISC transaction routing component. RU The recovery utility program. | RX The ...
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Translator's Error 

Rem. AÅ“l. Hheu. C r. las@. â€œYou. 'il en- tl to space; tien. 1p in m sure he. I? first tr ested impe.- eve coffee sent in. This. 7 aiso h. {cGinnis and after two Weeks, h.
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Messages secrets 

6. a) Relisez le dÃ©but du texte jusqu'Ã  ce que vous rencontriez une phrase qui ... b) Transcrivez la phrase et soulignez les marques linguistiques en prÃ©cisant.
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2.2 NMEA Output Messages 

Fix not available or invalid. 1. GPS SPS Mode, fix valid. 2. Differential GPS, SPS Mode, fix valid. 3. GPS PPS Mode, fix valid. Table 2.3-. Position Fix Indicator.
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VITAMIN D – KEY MESSAGES 

Médaillon de bœuf arrosé d'une délicieuse sauce aux champignons? C'est possible. Le nouveau fond de Campbell's Fond PremierMC occupe une place de ...
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Syntax and Messages 

Symbols are used as method selectors, unique keys for dictionaries ... Note that @ is not an element of the syntax, but just a message sent to a number. This is the ... Method Name Example: ..... "Answer the factorial of the receiver. Fail if the ...
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Education Through Error 

feeling and in looking back through the pages of SPORT ... driver saw the take-off after I was well up, and .... of sterling silver or $2.00 for one of 1/10 10K gold ...
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Liasse fiscale SOCIETE MESSAGES 

Renvois : (1) Dont droit au bail : NÃ©ant *. CR. NÂ° 2050- SD. â€“ (SDNC-DGFiP) - Octobre 2017. â‘ . SOCIETE MESSAGES. 7 2 0 8 0 2 3 1 3. 31100 TOULOUSE.
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CICS Messages and Codes 

What this manual is about: This manual contains messages unique to CICS Transaction Server for OS/390 ..... The following are lists of the abend codes for.
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Messages and Objects Everywhere - Description 

tutorial, but you can survive this experience without learning the com- .... (Besides Apple, Digital Equipment and Hewlett-Packard also have the option to sell.
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VITAMIN D â€“ KEY MESSAGES 

IngrÃ©dients de qualitÃ© supÃ©rieure ne contenant ni colorant ni saveur artificiels. âœ“ TrÃ¨s pratique â€“ Ã  ranger dans le garde-manger jusqu'au moment de l'utilisation.
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Messages and Objects Everywhere - Description 

tutorial, but you can survive this experience without learning the com- .... (Besides Apple, Digital Equipment and Hewlett-Packard also have the option to sell.
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OS: Messages and Codes - Azenorak 

The SQL return code is returned in the SQLCODE field of the SQLCA. The tokens are returned in the .... notification is not sent back to the originating IMS subsystem. ... list of the INSERT statement is not the same as the number of object ...
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VITAMIN D â€“ KEY MESSAGES 

FICHE DE RENSEIGNEMENTS. Des recettes inspirÃ©es auparavant rÃ©servÃ©es au samedi soir sont maintenant Ã  votre portÃ©e n'importe quel soir de la semaine.
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Error in Tapered Wings - Size 

directly to problems of control linkage and leverage. NASA found that tip ... aerodynamic balancing effect, which would be useful in reducing control loads if it ...
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CANBERRA Page Error - CANBERRA Industries 

Cliquez-ici >>. Pour contacter notre webmaster : [email protected]. Copyright Â© 2017 Mirion Technologies, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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error 86manual guide dbid 6za9n 
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key messages on sustaining environment - data.unhcr.org 

10 aoÃ»t 2015 - CEMDO, partenaire du HCR, travaille avec les communautÃ©s du camp de Nyarugusu pour protÃ©ger l'environnement. CEMDO fournit des ...
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key messages on sustaining environment - UNHCR 

10 aoÃ»t 2015 - La cuisson est plus rapide et conserve les saveurs de la nourriture. L'environnement nous concerne. TOUS ! SAUVONS LES ARBRES.
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12 messages clés - Société Odontologique de Paris 

12 oct. 2017 - auprès de l'Agence de sûreté nucléaire (ASN). Nom : Prénom : Adresse ...... Lieu des Journées : Maison de la Chimie. 28, rue Saint-Dominique ...
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